MAKE THE MOST
OF EVERY SEASON
FLEXIBILITY AND CONTROL. THAT’S PRECISION™
orica.com

WE GIVE YOU
GREATER CONTROL
Orica leverages the innovation,
insights and technical support
developed in the supply of specialist
nitrogen products to provide a
more flexible approach to farming.
By enabling farmers to adjust and
adapt to the prevailing conditions,
our Precision™ fertilisers can increase
agricultural efficiency, improve crop
yields and manage risk so you can
make the most of every season.
RIGHT THERE, WHEN YOU NEED IT.
A farm needs a supply it can count on.
Orica offers a more responsive supply chain
with manufacturing plants in Yarwun,
Kooragang Island and Moree, and close
partnerships with local distributors.
We appreciate you need a supply which will
reach you on time, every time. So, we have
a dedicated fleet which provides safe and
reliable delivery direct to farms along the
East Coast of Australia.

WITH YOU ALL THE WAY
We continually support you with our
technical know-how.
Our deeper level of understanding
comes from Orica’s vast experience in
the manufacture and supply of specialist
nitrogen products across a range of
industries. Our field technicians provide
your people with application support
that reduces risk and increases farming
productivity. We also carry out local field
trials to provide you with evidence-based
insights that can improve your nitrogen
application and ultimately your crop yield.
We’re with you for the long-term.
A SAFER APPROACH TO FERTILISER
Orica’s number one priority is simple – safety.
We have years of experience in the
manufacturing, transportation and
handling of dangerous goods. Our technical
field teams work collaboratively with you,
providing the tools and skills to handle
Ammonia on site. This ongoing training and
support ensures you and your people adopt
the safest practices, every day.

NO ONE UNDERSTANDS
YOUR CROP LIKE YOU DO
Our Precision™ specialist nitrogen fertilisers
provide you with choice, giving you
the control you need to make the most
of the conditions throughout the crop
lifecycle. We offer Precision™ UAN and
Precision™ Ammonia depending on you
and your farm’s specific requirements.
ALL YEAR ROUND
We give you greater control – across
your applications, your crops and your
productivity.
By aligning local manufacture with a more
robust supply chain, deeper technical
understanding and the highest levels
of safety, we take a holistic approach
to nitrogen fertilisers, helping to ensure
business continuity for you and your farm
all year round.
Talk to us today and make the most
of every season.

Call us on 1800 033 311
or visit orica.com/agriculture

Precision™ UAN gives you the
flexibility to make the most of
your conditions. Offering greater
accuracy through a range of
applications, farmers can meet
crop demand at any stage.
Precision™ UAN can be applied
with selected liquid crop protection
and nutrition products, allowing
for greater operational efficiency.
Its ease of use allows farmers to
take a more strategic approach to
improving crop yields. It can also
be stored safely and securely across
seasons, providing greater economy
over the longer term. Manufactured
locally and delivered direct to farms
through a dedicated fleet, we can
supply you when you need it.

Offering the highest concentration
of nitrogen, Precision™ Ammonia
allows you to apply higher rates of
nitrogen across your crop, more
effectively. With dual supply coming
from Newcastle and Gladstone and
a dedicated fleet on hand to deliver
direct to your farm, we can deliver
Precision™ Ammonia when you
need it most. You’re able to utilise
your farming equipment and labour
to cover larger areas in grain and
cotton production. Our technical
field team is on hand to provide
your people with the support they
need to handle Ammonia safely.

Specialists in Nitrogen
Orica’s experienced team
understands the seasonal
needs of farmers. As a specialist
nitrogen supplier to a broad
spectrum of industries, our
commitment to continuous R&D
ensures the farmers we serve
have greater control over their
applications and their crop.
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